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I sat hunched over in my chair in the back hallway of the DIY art space RADInc. with twenty other people listening to Tymika Lawrence as she orated a living essay. I processed her words, trying to make sense of the multiple threads she had unstitched before us; the truth of her vision was both freeing and crippling. She unfurled what it meant to be a person of color living in America from the perspective of a person of color not from America but now an American—both an immigrant and a citizen, like many others on this land. She explored what it meant to confront one’s understanding of their own identity; we witnessed an evolution of her character in real-time. It stunned us and immediately—all of us different people, different perspectives in that room—we experienced a shared empathy. In that snap moment, we were a Polaroid of the power of art, the revelatory strength of truth. When she finished, we clapped as we would clap for a master storyteller or performer. Tymika, though, does not identify first as an artist but rather as an innovator and leader in the global coffee industry. She had stepped away from her work and life in Manhattan to share this art with us, this treatise she had been developing for months between the meetings, research, and presentations she has to do for her job. We were at Witching Hour, our annual local festival that pulls artists and thinkers from all walks, those we’ve heard of and those hidden behind the machinations of daily life.

As administrators and patrons, we spend quite a bit of time extolling the importance of supporting working artists and great arts. We honor artistic leaders and their essential contributions with attendance at performances, the purchase of media, and the bestowing of awards. All of that is important: we must recognize the great work of our best artists. Though it’s possible that we sometimes forget to acknowledge our own work—us citizens who paint, write, sing, dance, and wield cameras: the regular folk. I am perpetually guilty of placing great attention on our public artistic heroes. (At the aforementioned Witching Hour festival, I couldn’t stop talking about poet/truth-teller Danez Smith, comedian Aparna Nancherla, and violinist Nadia Sirota.) I fail to note that equally revelatory moments are found in the work and process of those of us making art on the ground, out of spotlights. I must pause myself and remember that our mission at the Englert is to inspire and activate positive community growth through the arts. That isn’t just Philip Glass playing etudes on our stage or Colson Whitehead reading his work or Wu Fei introducing us to a cross-cultural blend of sounds on an ancient instrument: it’s actually a local composer (lawyer-by-day) performing a new collection of minimalist piano figures in her living room to neighbors or a writer reading her first set of personal essays to a warm crowd at the Iowa Writers’ House or a young, local guitarist eliciting otherworldly improvisations from a compellingly unorthodox network of amplifiers and pedals at the Trumpet Blossom Cafe.

How our citizens engage the process of making art is as important as seeing what visiting artists have already made. A young, committed community member talked with me earlier in the fall about the idea of building a new performance venue in our town. The citizen emphatically wanted us (Iowa City) to be bigger on the map, to have more notable artists coming through our town so that we wouldn’t be seen as less than Chicago, Denver, or Minneapolis. Their enthusiasm was certainly captivating, and yes, it would be cool to have a venue and community that could support a show from an artist like Chance the Rapper or LCD Soundsystem. While potentially life-affirming, those kinds of events don’t necessarily define communities as much as the creativity and innovation generated by actual community members. You can have as many arenas, beautifully restored opera houses, and slick modern theaters as you want but if your citizenry is culturally devoid, unplugged from their own innovation, then the future is opaque.

I am not suggesting that Iowa City is the beacon of community-based creativity but rather seeking to establish that our mission to activate creativity is real: it’s a goal, which when met, reaps glorious rewards across generations. I am certain we will get there and to do our part, the work at the Englert must also be centered around encouraging young people as well as us older people to engage our inner artists. Watching Tymika Lawrence at Witching Hour—an impressive coffee industry mover during the week and a burgeoning artist finding her voice on the weekend—served as both an affirmation that we are sometimes moving in the right direction and a nudge that we need to keep chasing similar opportunities. To find Lawrence in a lineup, nestled between the known and regarded likes of Smith, Nancherla, and Sirota, reminded me how important that all of us, in whatever form it takes, must continue to make things, to explore our creativity, to seek out our truths. Ultimately, our passions define the character of our community.

Sincerely,
Andre Perry
Executive Director
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Want to be friends with benefits? Donate now and become a Friend of Mission Creek!

Becoming a Friend of Mission Creek helps the Mission Creek Festival continue to offer incredibly diverse programming at affordable ticket prices. Plus, your support helps us continue to expand and improve our free offerings, like our Lit Crawl, our community programming and educational outreach.

As a Friend of Mission Creek, you get invited to special events and access to some special perks!

**$50 to $499**

An invitation to the annual Friends of Mission Creek party, and a free ticket to a movie via our friends at FilmScene

**$500 to $999**

A pass to Mission Creek Festival 2018, an invitation to the annual Friends of Mission Creek party, and a free ticket to a movie at FilmScene. (Your donation is tax deductible minus the value of any pass.)

**$1000+**

2 full passes to Mission Creek Festival 2018, an invitation to the Friends dinner (for both Mission Creek and Englert Friends), an invitation to the annual Friends of Mission Creek party, and a free ticket to a movie via our friends at FilmScene. (Your donation is tax deductible minus the value of any pass.)

For more information or to become a Friend, please go to missioncreekfestival.com or email Katie at Katie@englert.org.
These Premier Season Sponsors helped make tonight’s event possible. Thanks to their generous support, the Englert is able to bring the best locally and nationally known performers to the Iowa City/Coralville area.
LISTEN LOCAL
In Rotation: Tom Petty

BY PETE BECKER, MONITOR ENGINEER

I was sitting at the recording console in the middle of a particularly positive mixing session with a dear friend and musical co-collaborator in the Solon-based studio where we work when my phone started buzzing like mad with texts from friends far and wide on the afternoon of October 2, 2017. I was immediately grateful to be in the studio making music with a friend at this moment because the music-related news coming in was grim and within the hour I’d be struggling to keep myself from all-out sobbing on my bicycle ride back to the Englert Theatre. We’d all suddenly just lost the life and incomparable talent of legendary songwriter and musician Tom Petty, one week after he and his band the Heartbreakers had triumphantly completed a massive tour celebrating their 40th successful year in the music industry. It’s very difficult, and feels somewhat futile, to try and fit all of this into just a few paragraphs, but what I mean to try and illuminate here is how his influence and impact on the lives of millions of people around the world over the last four decades is simply immeasurable.

——

I DIDN’T EVEN KNOW HIM PERSONALLY, AND YET I HAD UNQUESTIONABLY JUST LOST A LIFELONG FRIEND.

——

On my bike, I was pummeled again and again by deeply-embedded memories of so many important moments in my life that were defined in my heart by numerous Tom Petty songs. All I could do was to think of the many dear friends who have shared similar experiences down the years and knew that they were also likely in an unexpected and confused state of intense mourning at that very moment, wherever they might be. I didn’t even know him personally, and yet I had unquestionably just lost a lifelong friend. As I write this, I realize my reminiscing and reflecting on music is very much a Tom Petty thing, as he himself once sang: “Maybe somewhere down the road a ways, you’ll think of me and wonder where I am these days. Maybe somewhere down the road when somebody plays ‘Purple

The Traveling Wilburys (Vol.1)
The Traveling Wilburys, 1988

Full Moon Fever
Tom Petty (solo), 1989

Into the Great Wide Open
Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers, 1991

Wildflowers
Tom Petty (solo), 1994

(Songs and Music from)
She’s the One
Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers, 1996

*Note from Pete: Please keep in mind that these selections only represent a short eight-year span of Tom Petty’s incredible 40-year career. There is so, so much more to enjoy but this is a great place to start.
Haze.” I didn’t have headphones with me, so I just played his music as loud as I could in my head and let the tears stream down my face while doing my best not to ride my bike directly into a ditch.

As a record producer, it’s pretty fast and easy for me to say that both his work and his beautifully honest, humorous character may have informed my education on the craft and on living life more than any other consistent influence over the years. I was born the same year that his band was born. I felt lucky to have grown up with his songs making up so very much of the soundtrack to my life. There is great comfort in knowing that this is a sentiment shared by millions. Since his passing, a number of bands who have graced the stage here at the Englert in recent weeks have chosen to forgo their carefully crafted pre- and post-show playlists in favor of simply playing his albums on the PA system for the crowds. Even some bands’ encores have become full-on intimate acoustic performances of heartwarming Petty signatures around a single microphone to the audience’s bittersweet delight.

In a somewhat similar fashion, for this issue of Stages, I was asked to submit a list of my favorite current albums by bands that I respect. Instead, in his honor, I’ve created a short chronological list of the albums that Tom Petty made with his friends when this very excited little boy just happened to be between the ages of about 11 and 19. My earliest memory of being a Tom Petty fan is the one of me dancing in my pajamas on the living room couch in 1988 when one of his bands, the Traveling Wilburys, were nominated for a Grammy Award and my mother somehow let me stay up late enough to watch it happen on TV.

I’m listing these albums here just in case you don’t know about them. Or maybe seeing the mere mention of their titles and album art makes you smile or well up with tears of joy because you, too, were touched by them at some point in your life. If you aren’t familiar, hopefully reading this will inspire you to search out and purchase these albums at the local record store and have them become a part of your life’s soundtrack, as they surely have for myself and so many countless others.

Rest in peace, Tom Petty (1950–2017)
Thank you for everything.
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Touring for her new album, the remarkable *The Order of Time*, Tennessee’s Valerie June will appear at the Englert on February 19, 2018 at 8:00 p.m. The daughter of a concert promoter who prepped rooms for Bobby Womack and other artists, June grew up singing at home and in her church. June has found many collaborators on her path to her genre-defying solo career, including The Old Crow Medicine Show, Dan Auerbach (of the Black Keys), and Meshell Ndegeocello. With a timeless voice and sound, June translates life, loss, love, triumph, and suffering into a musical language the feels intimately familiar and cosmically vast.

One of your standout attributes as an artist is your ability to effortlessly blend disparate musical genres—Appalachian folk, blues, gospel, soul—into a truly unique, distinctive sound. Can you describe how genres sound to you when you hear them? How do you hear beneath the things to find the commonality? Whenever I listen to a purist or traditionalist in a certain form and hear how they dedicated themselves—I respect it. But as an artist I hear a lot of influences and styles in one genre. When I listen to soul I hear country, when I listen to bluegrass I hear blues, when I listen to blues I hear rock. Because I hear things that way, it is natural I create that way. I love that people do one thing—people have to do that in the world, to focus on one form. But the artists I listen to find what they love and create something all uniquely their own.

Who do you listen to? Billie Holiday, Alice Coltrane, Dolly Parton, any of these amazing women. I was doing Farm Aid with Sheryl Crow. And Tank and the Bangas! She’s from New Orleans. They mix everything—her voice goes from a cartoon to a ‘30s jazz singer to a soul singer in one song. That’s the modern music that I love, a person doing what they feel. Norah Jones—I’ve listened to her for years, from her popular stuff to the jazz to the folk. She has some interesting twists and turns. Tom Waits. Some Nick Drake today because it’s raining. I have a candle lit. May make soup to go with it.

Your breakthrough came when you worked with Dan Auerbach on *Pushing Against a Stone*. What about that time was most transformative for who you have become as an artist? It was relevant to being in a studio, to know how producers talk to musicians. Working with Dan—it was him and Kevin Augunas, who invited Richard Swift. He’s one of the funniest people on earth. The energy was great. Then Dan invited some guys and we took it where it wanted to go. I was with musicians in a professional studio, and I learned how to act in a room like that. I had never created in a studio. He taught me how to create a record—people don’t know the parts of artists being who they are. Some are entertainers, some are songwriters, some are instrumentalists, some are engineers. Most people are musicians who work in the business—they play at home, but they don’t share what they do. So this was a side that I was clueless about. Now I know what to expect.

What developments in *The Order of Time* seem most important to you as an artist? Composition? Lyrics? Vocals? Overall sound? What new ground do you feel like the album broke? The first record I was more of an observer—I watched. The second one I came in and I knew what I wanted. From record to record, it’s having confidence about working with musicians and bringing color to what is in my imagination. I have to speak to musicians, to tell the drummers to be more cloudy, or
more dark. Matt Marinelli understands what I mean by dusty and cloudy—he translates that to the musicians in technical terms. I just write songs and sing, and I play chords that fit—I don’t know if the chord is crazy or E-flat major.

Your songs are really intricate constructions, even though they follow the blues tradition that often has a simple core at the heart. How do you know when a song is done? They don’t get done. They don’t finish. When you get on the road with a song, it becomes something else. Songs are living: they’re never done. They fit in different environments. Some songs like daytime. Some like an operatic theater. Songs are as alive as any human being. They’re never finished. They have desires and hopes and wishes. Songs live even after their creators are gone.

How do you feel the songs change in response to the venue? When I’m doing an outdoor festival and I have a 40-minute set, I want the hard rocking songs and get off the stage. If I try a delicate song without a sound check and the sweet things that need to be heard in my heart and soul and voice—I’m not doing the song any justice. I do “Astral Plane” because people want to hear it.

Closed theaters let me do a song where I can dance and flow and move and feel the song in a flowy sort of way. I can’t do it when the sound is lost in the air outdoors. Festivals don’t always give what you need. In a theater, you fit the room. You get a sound check, get to find when the songs live. That’s another art, what engineers do to get songs particular to the rooms. I’ve dreamed of having my own venue that’s my room, where I know the sound and feel and people come to me.

How do you feel like your music translates to different audiences as you tour? Do you feel like you’re able to express the truth of your songs? There are places where my songs—they’re not the best home for them. Even times of day affect them, the timing of your set with other things.

There was a show where the opener had a full band and I had a solo show. I’d tried to talk to the opener about that before—but the energy changed after the whole band was there.

How do you prepare yourself for a performance? What do you have in mind when you think about the audience? My focus. When I get there, I get nervous. But then I say, think about the spirits, the spirits who are there. Don’t worry about the bodies. Speak to the spirits. If I can do that, I’ve done my job.
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Tommy Emmanuel brings his highly vaunted guitar playing skills to the Englert on February 13, 2018 starting at 7:30 p.m. Along with Rodney Crowell, a contributor to Emmanuel’s newest album Accomplice One (arriving in early 2018), Emmanuel will provide a night of entertainment that is centered on, but exceeds, the sound of his guitar. This performance provides an opportunity to witness a living legend who knows his craft with an unparalleled depth. Listening to the easy rumble in his voice as he discussed his love of guitar of sound, the calm and gentle way he described what he was to play, is a lesson in greatness.

I would like to focus this conversation specifically about what it is like for you to play guitar, which you do with an astounding sense of intimacy. Can you describe what it is like to lift a guitar in your arms, in terms of the weight and the shape of it? To me, it’s the most natural feeling I know. I’m so used to it. When I pick up a guitar, I have to get a feel for how big it is, the sound of it, how loud it is, how soft it is. It is probably, apart from my children, my most natural cradle. It’s something I pick up and it feels right when I am holding it.

Do you prefer to be standing or sitting when you hold a guitar? I like standing on stage because I can move around and dance around, but I play better when I’m sitting. I tend to sit down on a slow song because I want to draw the audience into the music. Standing up is more showy—particularly for a guy like me. I keep time with my body, I keep the groove with my body as I move it. Sitting, I tap my foot.

When you listen to the sound that a guitar makes, do you listen to what is audible, or are you able to hear the vibrations with your body or fingers? It very much depends on the instrument itself—what are you getting from the instrument? Do you hear it like a full orchestra? Are there frequencies the ears can’t hit? A guitar with age—a Martin from the ‘30s—will give you everything. Some other instruments—a guitar that has a lot of lacquer on it—may not sing as much. I treat it like a voice. When I play certain guitars, I’m looking for a voice. When I’m doing a duet and I’m the melody player, I look for a pokey, mid-range voice for vibrato. When I’m with a singer, I want something more like a grand piano with a deeper range, and play quieter. It depends on what you need from the instrument.

Where does the sound of a guitar come from, primarily? The actual sound comes out the hole, but resonances happen up the neck and behind as well. You can mic a guitar from where your head is, or where the hole is. It is almost like a speaker out of an amplifier, it pushes sound forward. It is pressure that causes a guitar to make a sound. Certain guitars have pressure built in—a Martin guitar has a lot of pressure, they were designed to be loud. Other guitars aren’t as loud but are easier to play. I like guitars with pressure that are easy to play, so I will take a Martin D28 or a D35, take the neck off, shim it at the heel, reset the angle back a little bit—and it takes more ease of playing with the left hand, and that pressure down is what causes the guitar to speak and make a loud noise and you need pressure to make the noise. It leaves the saddle high, and the strings fall back down the fretboard. If you want to play something intricate, you can’t fight the instrument.

What is it about your work that enables you to get songs from guitars with such seeming facility? Why do guitars open themselves up to you? It is up to you how you make the instrument sound. I can pick up a cruddy, awful instrument and get a beautiful song out of it because I care. I know how to do it. There are other times when I can pick up a $60,000 guitar and see that it needs love. You can feel it when you play.

What do you mean by that? When I watch people play who aren’t tuned in to the guitar—they can have an expensive guitar but it will sound like shit because of how they play. It all comes back to how you play, even down to the pick you use. I know why my pick sounds better. I spent a lifetime being aware of the sound I get out of a pick. Dylan, when he was young, used Martin or Gibson—the sound he’s going for is exactly what he needs to sing over. It isn’t what
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Chet Atkins was looking for. Listening to Chet Atkins helped me look for how to get the most of my instrument. He didn’t often play steel string acoustic guitar—but when he did, the tone is so spectacular. He coaxes the sound out—his guitar became a voice the moment he started playing. He was a singer when he played.

There are certain instruments made that would cause people to say “ugh” but I could hear it and know that voice and how to use it. I have a Gibson from ‘33 that is a mojo-producing blues machine—it is good for certain things. It is what I go to for a Reinhart tune from the ‘30s. I don’t have to play it hard. I let the voice come out with the big singing vibrato, get the midrange by using the microphone, and make it sing.

What is it like to use a new guitar that you’ve never played? How long does it take you to develop a working relationship with it? Here’s a good example. Yesterday, I visited a new guitar shop in Nashville, and I had to sign a piece of paper to say that a guitar used to be mine. I spent 20 minutes on a guitar—it made me play Johnny Cash and Elvis and it made me start singing. I bought it, played it on recordings, and then it was time for the guitar to move on.

What is the difference between learning a new song and learning a new guitar? The new song: you have to commit it to memory and practice it so that not only your brain remembers, but your hands remember. The skill has to turn to music: once your focus switches from the skill to the music and the feeling of the music. Until that point, you’re performing skills. To perform, you need to have your skills in order, but it shouldn’t dictate the music.

When do you feel closest to a guitar? When I play to an audience—because they’re really listening. When they really listen, I want to listen as well and give them the best that I possibly can. I’m milking the tone as much as I can out of the instrument, to try to get as much juice as I can from the notes I’m playing, to give the real source of the music. I’m trying to speak through the instrument and change minds, and distract them from whatever troubles they have, to distract them in a way so that they are focused totally on the music, not troubles. When I play for you, you shouldn’t think about anything else. Even if it is for 10 minutes, you shouldn’t have a negative thought, but experience relief for that. When you can do that for a few hours and take them away from life, through the magic of music—that’s worth getting out of bed for.

What part of the guitar tends to open itself to you first? It is a combination of everything—it’s the sound the instrument makes when you play the strings. When it is in tune and it speaks, you want to see what it’s like, so you play a song you think you know well and give the instrument a chance to speak and see what it says and how it sounds. Certain instruments have a different kind of midrange, and some speak so well—particularly the guitars with age. Human voices are all midrange. You want a guitar that speaks in the midrange, so you don’t have to hit it hard, and with bass underneath and the shimmering highs on the top. That’s why certain sounds are ear candy. I look for all those frequencies.

What is it like to end a relationship with a guitar? Is there a way that you touch it for a last time that you know will be your last? Guitars are like your friends. Sometimes you have to say goodbye, unfortunately. Life’s too short to put all your eggs in one basket. When I was young, I thought I had found one that was irreplaceable—the guy who made the first one made me another that was twice as good. Then that one was the best. You have to remain open. If you’re lucky and have a few guitars you have a few voices to choose from. My credits always list the guitar used—which guitar has the best voice.

Sometimes, I’m around collectors who will talk about how rare [a guitar] is—but if you’re not in love with it, sell it to someone who might need it. Don’t just leave it hanging around.

When you start getting sentimental, it’s time to get rid of it. That’s not healthy. It’s what you need now—I have the Martin guitars. I could survive with one guitar if I had to, but I do like other tones. I don’t get precious about things. I always tell myself that it is a hunk of wood. The music has to come from you.
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I first entered the Englert during its phase as a movie theater. It was 1996, I was visiting my girlfriend, and we decided to watch Ransom, a forgettable Mel Gibson revenge movie. I had become acquainted with the repurposing of old theaters as movie screens. Such spaces can be bittersweet disappointments: like zoos, they offer preservation at the expense of vitality. Nonetheless, I appreciated the ornate flourishes attesting to the place’s past grandeur—they allowed me to touch a time when a theater’s particularity was more important than the possibility of broad appeal.

I recall being disappointed in the acoustics—the sounds from the other screen bled into the few quiet moments of ours. Beyond acting or script, something seemed flat about the experience. Unlike restaurants that I’d eaten in that had remade their former space in a tasteful manner, transforming a factory or a church into something that preserved what had been beautiful about its exterior, the repurposing of grand old theaters and opera houses like the Englert seemed to shrink, and thus distort, what these theaters were intended to be. Most repurposed theaters eventually fell into such disrepair that they were torn down or were updated and altered to become unrecognizable, but following a communal effort intended to keep it from becoming another downtown nightclub, the Englert reopened in 2004 revived and ready to be used for its original purpose as a house for performing arts.

At the time, I had planned on moving from Iowa City in the near future and had felt little responsibility for preserving a local climate that would not long be mine. The news of the reopening nonetheless stirred something within me akin to patriotism, or civic pride—it seemed like a Good Thing to Do. The exterior remained largely the same. Watching Calexico perform in 2006 reacquainted me with the interior, when I marveled at the transformation enabled

---

THE LIGHTS AND SOUNDS MADE THE ENGLERT’S SOUL SPEAK, HOWEVER BRIEFLY, AWAKENING ITS QUIET MAJESTY.

---

The Transformation of the Englert

BY DANIEL BOSCALJON
by the “Save the Englert” campaign and the breathtaking effect of hundreds of volunteers. The space felt like itself again, as though it had been given permission to stop pretending. I felt as though I were honestly invited into it when I sat, as though its center of gravity once more allowed it to gather, or envelop, the audience into something unique. It fostered community.

I have seen a variety of live performances in this restored setting, both in the chairs and occasionally on the stage itself. The bricks of the theater’s back wall, framed by the massive proscenium arch, adds texture to the proceedings lacking in other environments—in fact, bands that I had seen in other venues often offer better performances in this one. In part, to be sure, this is aided by the theater’s acoustics, sound system, and the sophisticated lighting system required by the dramatic features that the space also stages.

When Mission Creek announced that A Winged Victory for the Sullen would play at the Englert, I was overjoyed. I had listened to their two albums repeatedly—the soundtrack to running, reading, writing, sleeping. It remains one of the most transfixing performances of live music I have ever seen.

March 31, 2015, performance day, arrived. I appeared early, hoping to secure a good seat, and promptly realized that my concerns about the band’s popularity were unfounded—plenty of empty seats remained. A few instruments—piano, drums, cello—waited patiently for their performers to lift them. But those instruments were easily forgotten given the bright beams of blue light that shot from the stage onto the ceiling. Combined with the effects of a fog machine, it felt as though I was in the midst of a spring day. Moreover, my gaze, pulled upward, found that the pillars of light augmented the spaciousness of the theater itself. Its interior seemed more vast, as though the spotlights revealed some internal greatness that the house lights obscured. I noticed others in the theater similarly held rapt: few phones were in use. Almost everyone responded to the invitation to meditate, calmly, on the space at hand. And the space received these meditations, once again merging the audience into a communal whole. We waited, together.

Once the band entered and the music began, I understood the need for the lights. Although their music is generally classified as “neo-classical” or “ambient,” its vastness required the fullness of the room. The low notes of the cello, amplified, resonated to

---

**Englert Volunteers**

**SINCE REOPENING IN 2004,** over 900 people have donated over 51,000 hours of their time to the Englert Theatre

**Over 7500 Hours**
- Kent Smith
- Brian Kleis

**Over 1000 Hours**
- Linda Bergquist
- Kasi Koehler
- Christina Lee
- Brenda Leicht

**Over 500 Hours**
- Charles Brungardt
- Perry Lenz
- Rick Lewis
- Sue Lewis
- Rachael Lindhart
- Diane Machatka
- Dave Moore
- Lanette Morgan
- Michael Morgan

**Over 100 Hours**
- Mary Land Shumaker
- Cheyenne Munson
- Bonita Nathan
- Jeane Nelson
- Steve Nelson
- Krista Neumann
- Rachel Olsson
- Andrea O’Rourke
- Ariane Parkes-Perret
- Christina Patramanis
- Deone Pedersen
- Megan Petkewec
- Michael Petkewec
- Jann Pidgeon
- Theola Rarick
- Bob Richardson
- Pam Ries
- Paul Ries
- Richard Riggleman
- Nathan Rogers
- Jane Ruppenkamp
- Josh Sazon
- Andreya Schneider
- Linda Schreiber
- Aaron Silander
- Jeanne Somsky
- Virginia Stamler
- Janet Stephan
- Peggy Stokes
- Bruce Tarwater
- Ellen Van Laere
- Mary Vasey
- Jim Weaver
- Jim Webster
- Helen Wilson
- Ron Wright
- Harriet Woodford

**Over 50 Hours**
- Emily Anderson
- Meggie Aube
- Bill Barry
- Jill Beardsley
- Bob Boelman
- Hyla Boelman
- Kenn Bowen
- Heather Brunner
- Jan Bye
- Larry Cadle
- Ian Corbin
- Donald Denis
- Jon Drop
- Jon Eberlin
- Natalie Ehalt
- Alan Frank
- Winnie Ganshaw
- Jim Galland
- Quinter Harvey
- John Heck
- Lucie Heck
- Rita Holm
- Christy Logan
- Stephanie Ma
- Martha McCallister
- Alison McGoff
- Lan Nguyen
- Long Nguyen
- James O’Gorman
- Reilly O’Gorman
- Jan Palmer
- Sarah Presley
- Teresa Rouse
- Rose Schmitt
- Alok Shah
- Doug Simkin
- Abi Struck-Marcell
- Ann Tigges
- Genevieve Trainor
- Donna Turner
- Karen Vandenbosch
- Alison Volz
- Doug Williams
- Kelly Winfrey
- Becka Yucuis
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the unseen floor as the strains of the viola, punctuated by the piano’s melodies, floated calmly on the surface of the ceiling. The strings, sustained, rippled through the texture of the atmosphere. I felt the vibrations of each note ripple across my body, the deeper chords resonating within my inmost depths. I was summoned to submerge completely within the space of the performance, joining with the others in the audience who, at times, visibly lifted slightly from their seats as though the center of gravity within the theater had altered.

Watching the band perform was a radically different experience of listening alone. This often is true, but more generally because bands improvise as they play or provide a dazzling light show spectacle to accompany the songs. A Winged Victory for the Sullen provided neither of these things: the songs were faithful reproductions of what I had heard at home, and the stark majesty of the lighting was a subtle (although spellbinding) accompaniment. At home, surrounded by my familiar belongings and distracted by the tasks at hand, I had never been able to completely surrender to the strains and movements of each song. That night, I was close enough to the stage to watch the bows sweep and move, and marvel at the technical prowess of each musician. But more than that, the personality of the remade Englert—which invited others to share the rapturous experience with me—made the music complete although I had never found the albums lacking.

The music played in that space knit us together—the space, the audience, the performers—in a radically transcendent way. The vertical nature of the Englert, the soaring heights and sweeping depths of the songs, created a timeless moment that allowed me to conceptualize, however unclearly, what the term “infinite” is meant to suggest. It encompassed us all.

But just as surprising as the Englert’s ability to augment the peaceful splendor of the music was the way that the music enriched the space. The lights and sounds made the Englert’s soul speak, however briefly, awakening its quiet majesty. It was an atmosphere so suited to the music that nothing was disposable or extraneous. The balcony, the chairs, the curtains, the carpet—all participated in creating a space for awe. The theater became a cathedral intended for no known god, a monument to the human talent for vast magics. But it also translated the music from an epic space beyond human comprehension, an abstracted universality that would have diminished the occasion, into something personal. Intimate. Although the music and space seemed boundless, the band would play only for this hour—and no longer. I would never again see the Englert the same way, opened both into and beyond itself toward an unutterable unknown.
Oh, ‘merica. There is grime in them cog wheels. There is something in the guts. Ain’t right. But we did make some music this year.

In no particular order, here are a few albums from around the state that helped 2017 go down.

**Har-di-har**

*we will will you*

Written during what they called “a season of separation,” *we will will you by* husband and wife duo Julie and Andrew Thoreen, formerly of Cedar Falls, isn’t about their separation as couple and band, but rather the subtly uncharted part where they consider coming back from it. The album moves between cautious optimism and doubt. Textures of horns, keyboards and bass guitar support close harmonies—at times recalling Stereolab’s Dots and Loops—as impressionistic, emotions-laid-bare illustrations of their mental wrestling draw you into their process of re-commitment. *(Reviewed by Mike Roeder in Little Village issue #230)*

**Belly Belt**

*Iowa City West High alumnus Kate Feldmann’s* Belly Belt isn’t miles away from her day job dressing as a Disney princess for children’s birthday parties. She adopts personas, she plays make-believe, she toys with identity as she did on her previous album, *Bangers*. Every sound, word and gesture is intentionally synthetic and artificial, but paradoxically sincere, toying with a sort of “joking/not joking” irony when it comes to the image of a female pop artist. With no fixed meaning, and the performance of emotion instead of its direct expression, *Stay True* is like a Miranda July movie — you feel that something important is happening even if you have no idea what’s going on. *(Reviewed by Kent Williams in Little Village issue #218)*

**Cubits**

*The debut self-titled album from the Fairfield synth-pop trio* Cubits is an entrancing, haunting listen that you’ll want to hide inside of for a few days—like the blanket fort where your imagination ran wild as a kid. If you like feeling a little alone and separate in a public place, this is your headphone companion for sure. The album showcases the versatility of multi-instrumentalists Michael Dugan, Parker DeMers and Nicholas Naioti who take turns trading vocals, synths, guitars and drums in what is ultimately a hive-mind where no piece can be taken away from the whole. *(Reviewed by Nate Logsdon in Little Village issue #220)*

**The Fuss**

*Des Moines-based rock band The Fuss make the kind of catchy pop rock music that reminds one of Tommy Tutone or The Replacements. What distinguishes The Fuss are the sound of Joey Lyons’ voice—a faintly nasal, bright tenor with good intonation and surprising range—and the band’s clean, un-gimmicky sound. They make accessible, catchy music, but what gives it staying power is attention to detail. These songs have intricate, precise construction, like a Swiss watch, but the performances never feel tight. The old CD slogan “Perfect Sound Forever” comes to mind: They aren’t perfect, but they’re close enough for rock and roll. *(Reviewed by Kent Williams in Little Village issue #223)*

**Belly Belt**

*Demonstration*

The four-song cassette *Demonstration* by Ian MacMillan and Brendan Spengler does what the title implies: demonstrate the rhythmic and textural capacities of this particular configuration of Iowa City musicians, with tasty, sunshiny throwbacks to early ‘70s krautrock and electronic music. As you glide into ephemeral bliss, then get dragged back down to the drone pound (now popularly understood as “The Upside Down” thanks to the dark synth soundtrack to *Stranger Things*), you’ll enjoy exploring the outer reaches of this duo’s abilities. *(Reviewed by Liv Carrow in Little Village issue #218)*

**Elizabeth Moen**

*That’s All I Wanted*

On her sophomore album, Elizabeth Moen of Iowa City ditches the acoustic guitar for a full ensemble of electric guitars, bass and percussion (and one piano ballad), transfiguring folk into an experience in the totality of instruments. But her vocals never shy away from the driver’s seat. Deftly muffled guitar work by Moen (as well as guitarists Joel Anderson and Dana Telsrow) highlights the musical restraint of this record to give way to Moen’s howls and croons and hushes. The record’s all-star cast includes Blake Shaw, Justin LeDuc, Mike Schulte, William Elliott Whitmore and more. *(Reviewed by Kent Williams in Little Village issue #220)*
OUTSTANDING!

ORCHESTRA IOWA

2017-2018

CASABLANCA
Watch the film accompanied with LIVE orchestra
Saturday October 2 at 2:30 PM
*One night only*
Paramount Theatre - Cedar Rapids

THE NUTCRACKER
with Ballet Quad Cities
Saturday December 2 at 2:30 PM
Saturday December 2 at 7:30 PM
Sunday December 3 at 2:30 PM
Paramount Theatre - Cedar Rapids

Grammy Award Winning Pianist

EMANUEL AX
with Orchestra Iowa
Saturday, April 14 at 7:30 PM
Paramount Theatre - Cedar Rapids
Sunday, April 15 at 7:30 PM
Solon Center for the Performing Arts

Buy your tickets now!

www.orchestraiowa.org
319.366.8203
Arlo Guthrie
with Sarah Lee and Abe Guthrie
Re:Generation Tour

Live at the Englert Theatre
Wednesday, March 7th at 8:00pm
Reserved Seating $58.50
PLUS FEES

Tickets available at the Englert Box Office or online at englert.org
My Mother as the Voice of Kahlo

BY ANALICIA SOTELO

I am fourteen & feeling ugly
looking at a unibrow
like the one I’d like to get rid of
when my mother says

Yes it’s supposed to be a bird
See she did it on purpose
See she didn’t care

what people thought of her
only what they were made of
which animals were inside & why

Here she’s a stag in mid-leap
with nine arrows in her body
alive bleeding

Her grief is constant & irreparable

Like the crown of fresh flowers
she killed herself each day

See the instinct for painting is the instinct for power

Women don’t choose work over love
but it’s not the same for men

See all men are in love with themselves

Like Diego & your father

& even an artist
will leave his wife behind

Special thanks to Analicia Sotelo and The Iowa Review for allowing us this excerpt. Sotelo’s piece can be found in issue 47.2. Visit iowareview.org or Prairie Lights Bookstore to get your copy today!
THANK YOU

TO OUR 111 SPONSORS WHO HAVE SUPPORTED THE
PUBLICATION OF STAGES! YOU MAKE THIS THE GREATEST PLAYBILL
IN THE CORRIDOR. WE COULDN’T DO IT WITHOUT YOU!

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN ADDING
YOUR BUSINESS TO OUR GROWING LIST
OF ADVERTISERS, PLEASE CONTACT
CONNOR AT CONNOR@ENGLERT.ORG
TO RESERVE YOUR SPOT TODAY.
Quality Suzuki music instruction, preschool and early education programs for eastern Iowa

www.preucil.org
319-337-4156

We are your local trusted resource helping you play now and play for life.

westmusic.com

302 Second St.
Coralville, IA 52241
Telephone: 319-338-2799

www.preucil.org
319-337-4156
LITTLE VILLAGE CREATIVE SERVICES

GRAPHIC DESIGN
MOBILE WEBSITES
CUSTOM AD CAMPAIGNS
LOGOS AND BRANDING
PHOTOGRAPHY & VIDEO

littlevillagecreative.com
## Become a Friend

As a non-profit theater, ticket sales and other earned income cover only a portion of our costs, and we need the help of community members like you. Donations to the Englert help support several aspects of operations including but not limited to outreach projects in our community, programming costs for artist performances and residencies, maintenance and preservation of our historic building, and capital improvement projects.

The Friends of the Englert program is our way to say thank you, providing donors of $30 or more with priority access to tickets for in-demand shows, free and discounted ticket prices, and other Englert insider benefits and information. Contact the Box Office or visit our website to sign up!

### Recognition

Benefits for Friends of the Englert begin the day you donate, and continue for 12 months, at which time you will have the opportunity to renew or upgrade your membership. You may also choose to give monthly or auto-renew your membership.

#### Englert Eateries:
- El Banditos
- Clinton Street Social Club
- Devotay
- Share
- Takanami
- Trumpet Blossom Café
- Yotopia Frozen Yogurt

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$35 to $99</td>
<td>The ability to buy tickets BEFORE they go on sale to the general public (via email notification) and a discount code for 50% off any Captured Live programming, such as National Theatre Live, through 2018.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100 to $249</td>
<td>All of the above, plus: Recognition in Stages Magazine (the Englert playbill) and frozen yogurt for two at Yotopia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
<td>A $25 gift certificate good for dinner on show nights at one of our wonderful Englert Eateries: 126, Clinton Street Social Club, Devotay, El Banditos, Share, Takanami, Trumpet Blossom Café, Yotopia Frozen Yogurt, or Brown Bottle (North Liberty).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$500 to $999</td>
<td>All of the above, plus: An additional $25 Englert Eatery gift certificate and email alerts when tickets are released for sold-out shows.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1,000 to $2,499</td>
<td>All of the above, plus: Dinner with the Englert Theatre Executive Team!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2,500 to $4,999</td>
<td>All of the above, plus: Sponsorship recognition on a mutually-agreed-to piece of Englert programming.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$5,000+</td>
<td>All of the above, plus: 10 complimentary tickets to an Englert Presents event with private gallery reception with drinks.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Our Friends of the Englert

It is with gratitude that we list over 3,000 friends of the Englert, including anonymous donors, individuals, foundations, households, and businesses who support the Englert in the form of goods, services, and funding. Thank you for supporting our mission and helping us serve our community.

$2,500+
Anonymous
Nick & Laura Bergus
Bread Garden Market
Cedar Ridge Vineyards
Fresh Food Concepts, Inc.
M.C. Ginsberg
Lenore & Charles Hale
Hands Jewelers
Hills Bank & Trust
Adam & Brigette Ingersoll
Integrated DNA Technologies
Iowa Arts Council
Press Citizen Media & Gannett Foundation
Iowa City/Coralville Convention and Visitors Bureau
Iowa Department of Cultural Affairs
Nate & Samantha Kaeding
Scott McDonough
Midwestix.com
MidWestOne Bank
Monica Moen
Best Case Wines
Motley Cow Café
National Endowment for the Arts
New Pioneer Co-op
River Products Company Inc.
Rockwell Collins
Sheraton Hotel Iowa City
Toyota of Iowa City
University of Iowa Community Credit Union
Washington County Riverboat Foundation
West Music Company
Zephyr Copies & Design

$500-999
Anonymous
Mike & Carryn Anderson
Paula O. Brandt
Jacqueline Briggs & Eric Gidal
Paul & Joan Burns
Peter & Meghan Byler
Richard & Ellen Caplan
Jo Catalano
Sarah Clark
Tarah Colaizy & Jason Estes
Brian L. Cook & Susan D. Richards
Claudia Corwin & Tony Otoadese
Rob Decker & Carrie Hough
Mark & Amy Dixon
DNE Caplan Family Foundation
Jane Engeldinger & Michael O’Hara
Deb & Rick Forbes
Dorie Fornenbrook
Rick & Karen Fosse

$250-499
Anonymous
Steve & Nancy Abram
Bill & Fran Albrecht
Scott & Sue Freeman
Gary French
Laura Frey Law & Ian Law
Michelle Galvin & Brian Mildenstein
Miriam Gilbert
Lake & Hillary Granfield
Mary & Bruce Harrel
James Hayes
T. Hill & Catherine Ann Salata-Hill
Sarah Horgen
AZZ Heating and Plumbing
Muneera Kapadia & Matthew Kretzschmar
Cole Kent
Annette Knebel & Tim Shields
John & Claudia Knutson
Steven Lamer & Cindy Reed
Yasyn Lee & Mark Niemer
Local Burrito
Kevin & Julie Monson
Alan & Kristin Nagel
Mark & Leslie Nolte
Carrie Z. Norton
Sue Otto
Chuck & Mary Ann Peters
Tami & Greg Pollari
Helen Redmond and Pete Brownell
Tom Rocklin
Ben and Megan Roos
Tom & Carol Rosenberger
Kent & Diane Smith
Alan & Liz Swanson
Tallgrass Business Resources
Jason & Traci Wagner
Weigel Family
Teresa & George Weiner
Ryan & Amanda West
LaDonna & Gary Wicklund
Christopher & Anne York
Mark & Laurie Zaiger
Rod & Deborah Zeitler
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**Coralville Arts**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Company/Producer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nov 10</td>
<td><em>Beethoven’s Fifth</em></td>
<td>Orchestra Iowa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 11</td>
<td><em>So, What’s New?</em></td>
<td>MetroMix Chorus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 17-19</td>
<td><em>A Charlie Brown Christmas</em></td>
<td>Young Footlifers Youth Theatre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 8-10</td>
<td><em>Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat</em></td>
<td>City Circle Acting Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 15-17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 9-11</td>
<td><em>Chess: In Concert</em></td>
<td>City Circle Acting Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 27-29</td>
<td><em>Little Women: The Musical</em></td>
<td>City Circle Acting Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 4-6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Contact Information**

319.248.9370
WWW.CORALVILLEARTS.ORG

---

**Riverside Theatre**

**213 N. Gilbert St, Iowa City**
319-338-7672
WWW.RIVERSIDETHEATRE.ORG

**ANNOUNCING OUR FEARLESS**

**2017-18 SEASON**

- **Bakersfield Mist**
  - September 8–24

- **Circle Mirror Transformation**
  - October 27–November 12

- **Salt Water Moon**
  - December 1–17

- **Opus**
  - January 19–February 11

- **Apples in Winter**
  - February 23–March 11

- **The Mountaintop**
  - April 13–29
IOWA CITY’S "BEST MOVIE THEATER"* NOW HAS 2 SCREENS!

*VOTED "BEST OF THE AREA" BY PRESS-CITIZEN READERS IN 2015 AND 2014

TASTY IOWA POPCORN!
BEER
WINE

ON THE PED MALL
118 E. COLLEGE ST
319-358-2555

IOWA CITY’S NONPROFIT CINEMA • WWW.ICFILMSCENE.ORG

Iowa City Radio.
On air. All the time.

KRUI.FM | FOLLOW US ON
A charming slice of Midwest life!

Sept. 7 – Oct. 1

One of the most explosive movie musicals in recent memory bursts onto the stage!

Footloose
The Musical

39 38th Ave, Amana 319-622-6262 oldcreamery.com

Eastern Iowa’s affordable printer for four generations and a proud supporter of local performing artists.

408 Highland Court
Iowa City, Iowa 52240
P: 319-338-9471
1-800-564-8526
bob@goodfellowprinting.com
Jim & Anne Kelly
Jane Kelso
Nancy Kennedy
Michael W. & Michelle R. Kennedy
Jim and Connie Kennedy
Linda Kerber
Chris Killion
Mary Kindred
Charles Klsson
Carl Klaus
Tony & Peggy Knight
 Jen, Ted, Arlo & Mae Knights
Mike & Beth Kmdson
Mark Koch
Eric Krome
Bruce & Andrea Kout
John & Patricia
Jan Friedman & John Kramer
Ron & Renee Kramer
Tammy Kramer
Cindi Kreiman
Joe & Becky Krob
Lisa Krotz
Les & Sue Kuehl
Rebecca & Markus Kaehn
Cecile & Ruedi Kuenzli
Steve Kuhl
Mary & Michael Kundert
Alice & Sheldon Kurtz
Julia LaBua
Douglas & Judy Labrecque
Steve & Kathy Lafaurie
Donita & Richard Langholdt
Robert P. Larkin
Lance & Becky Larsen
Russell & Sarah Larsen
LeAnn Larson
Karlyn & Larry Larson
Dusty & Daryl Larson
Paula Laube
Art & Rose Lauer
Erika & Geoffrey Lauer
Mary Laughlin & Roger Swartz
Heidi Lauritzen
Judd & Ericka Lawler
Tom Lawrence
Gary Lawrenson
Jim & Elisabeth Leach
Joyce & Phil Leff
David Leibowitz
Vicki Lensing
Sondra Smith & David Leshtz
Peter Levon
Rick & Sue Lewis
Jeff & Tracy Liebermann
Maggie Lillis
Katherine Linder
Rachael Lindhart
Terry & Shery Lint
Marta Little
Jean Littlejohn
Jan & Stephen Locher
Stephanie Lockhart
Chris & Britta Loftus
Joe Cilek & Nina Lohman Cilek
Stephen Long
John Loomis
Anna Lopez & Phillip Snipes
Jeff & Lisa Lorenger
Mike Lortz
Neil & Kim Losen
Richard & Lynnette Loula
Bonnie Rae Love
Priscilla Lowther
David & Martha Lubaroff
Roger & Susan Ludwig
Scott & Tori Lumberg
Patrick Bauern & Christine Lizzie
Brenda Lyle
Nancy Lynch
Jane Lyons & John Macatee
Gregory Bales & Kathleen Lyons
Alan MacRae
Michael & Shelly Maharry
Walter & Joan Maley
Corey K. Creekmur & Teresa Mangum
Kirk Manske
Jennifer Johnson & Susan Manworren
Mary Marine
Ben Marion
Linda Marsh
Lara Marsh
Carolyn & Joseph Martin
Emily Martin
Tom Martin
Dan Mascal & Mageen Gillette
Richard Mason
M. J. Maspeller
Mary Jo Masteller
Dan & Bridget Matheson
Kent D. Mattison
Nicole Maurus
Mary & Greg Maxwell
Paul McAndrew
Doug McBride
Yvonne McCabe
Sean & Kristi McCall
Diane & Mike McCool
Erin McCormick & Mark Pooley
Paul & Linzee McCray
Guy & Bonnie McFarland
Joseph & Patricia McGee
Scott McGill & Cecily Gabel
Marita McGurk
Colleen McHenry
Joye Ashton McKusick
Kembrew McLeod & Lynne Nugent
Steve & Laura McLeran
Mark & Nancy McMullen
David McNeill
Susan McPeters
Charles McWeeny
Jill & Finn Meadows
Shawn, Kelli & Zoe Meaney
Susan Mellecker
Jerry & Pat Meis
Kelly & Mike Messingham
Catie & Pete Metz
Forrest Meyer
Myers-Verhage Family
Mary & Gary Milavetz
Chelsi & Steve Miller
Noor Miller
Paul & Mary Miller
Elyse Miller
Stan Miller & Kathy Polvi
Tom Minear
Frank Mitros & Monica Maloney
Mitros
Marc Moen & Robert Jett
Mike & Katie Molzen
Bob Montgomery
Elizabeth Moore
Mike & Jaci Moore
Joseph Moore
Kim & Liz Moore
Marc Morehouse
Joseph & Kathryn Moreland
Jeffrey & Cheli Morgan
Scott & Mary Moye-Rowley
Katherine & John Moyers
Patrick & Angela Mullaley
Steve & Shirley Murphy
Margaret Murray
Joan & Marcus Nashelsky
Henry Nathanson
Rebecca Neades & Ed Sheridan
Johanna & Mark Neary
Ron & Niki Neems
Larry & Joan Nessel
Mary New
Rosalind Nguyen
Paul & Carrie Nichols
Ben Nicholson
Barbara Nicknish
Dan & Doreen Nidey
Suzie Nielsen
Candace Noble
Crystal Nodurft
Samantha Norris
Tom Nothnagle
William Nowysz
Chris Null
Daniel & Cheryl
Betsy Boyd & Bill Nusser
James O’Gorman
Matt & Shari O’Rourke
William & Bertha Olin
Mindy Olson & Ethan Domke
Sheila & Doug Ongie
Bob Oppliger
Chuck & Sally Orr
FUEL
Polly & Armond Pagliai
Mary Palmberg
Nancy Parker & Dwight Dobberstein
Maggie O’Dea & Jean Parker
Amy Dobrian & Mike Partridge
Dave Parsons & LuAnn Reynolds
Mark Patton
Dick & Shirley Paul
Chris & Mary Paulson
David W Peate
Deb & David Peddycoart
Pediatric Associates of Iowa City
& Coralville
Mark & Bonnie Penno
John Pepke
Kevn & Lisa Perez
Marlene J. Perrin
Al & Dottie Persson
Doug Peters & Martha Schut
Joanne Peterson
Joe & Coleen Peterson
Kirk & Barb Pleifea
Helen E. Phelan
Anne Elizabeth Phillips
Chris & Beth Anne Pigge
Sharon Beckman & Ron Pile
Andy Piro
Sheri Pitkin
Joseph & Kristen Plank
Judith Platz
Pleasant Valley Garden Center
Ari Audio Video Integrators/
Chulk & Lynn Polfliet
Jan Myatt & Steve Price
Richard Priest
Sarah & Brent Pritchard
Tom & Barb Pronk
Matthew Pugh
Joe & Sherry Pugh, Jr.
Mike & Aggie Putz
Old Capitol Screen Printers
Janeen Quandt
David Quegg
Curated Eyewear from Around the World

Discerning Eye
See well. Look great.

Eyewear. Contact Lenses. Eye Exams.
www.SeeWellLookGreat.com

Frames + Lenses
Starting at Only $165

Focus
by Discerning Eye

Online Pricing. In Person Service.
www.WearFocus.com

Now Open Across the Street from the Englert Theatre
LIKE MUSIC?
WANT FREE TICKETS?
BE OUR BOOTS ON THE GROUND AND GET THE WORD OUT ABOUT OUR SHOWS.
AS A MEMBER OF OUR STELLAR STREET TEAM, YOU’LL BE THE FIRST TO HEAR ABOUT NEW PERFORMANCES, RECEIVE FREE TICKETS* AND SHOW POSTERS, AND MORE.
FOR MORE INFO AND TO SIGN UP, GO TO WWW.ENGLERT.ORG AND SEARCH “STREET TEAM.”
*as available

Providing excellent dermatologic care for over 20 years

We are thrilled to announce that Dr. Amanda Wendel has joined our practice and is ACCEPTING NEW PATIENTS! As a board-certified dermatologist with 7 years of experience in private practice, she provides a wide variety of medical, surgical and cosmetic dermatologic services.

For more information, contact us
319-339-3872   iowacitydermatology.com

FURNITURE | LIGHTING | HOUSEWARES | ACCESSORIES from the world’s greatest classic and contemporary designers

On the corner of Dodge & Davenport | Iowa City
319. 354. 2623 | info@designranch.com

Best seat in the house
Your safety and well-being is of utmost importance to us.

EXITS

Emergency exits are located throughout the theatre auditorium. Please identify the emergency exit closest to your seat and note that it may not be the door you entered through.

WE ARE HERE TO HELP

Our ushers are stationed at auditorium entrances. If you have any questions or concerns during your visit to The Englert Theatre please ask an usher. If they don’t have the answer they will find the appropriate staff person to accommodate your needs.

STAY AWARE

Please remain aware of your surroundings and notify an usher or staff member if you notice anything that appears suspicious or out of place.

Above all, the use of common sense is key to the safety of everyone!

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY

You will be directed to leave the building by the sounding alarm or by theatre personnel. When exiting, please proceed in an orderly and prompt fashion to a safe area away from the building. We request you convene at the pedestrian mall located west of the building. Theatre staff will announce updates on if and when it is safe to re-enter the building.
The amount of creativity contained within the Iowa City area is astounding. Musicians, artists, writers, photographers, and more are abundant within the Corridor, adding to the flavor of this Midwest oasis of art and culture. The Englert Theatre wanted to highlight this talent and began offering collaborative opportunities to local artists, commissioning projects to commemorate Englert milestones, our ever-supportive community, and the city we call home.

Iowa City Song Project
In celebration of its 100th birthday in 2012, The Englert Theatre commissioned 31 Iowan musicians and bands to write and record songs inspired by Iowa City. The result is the Iowa City Song Project, an album as diverse and cutting edge as the city itself. The album contains a spectrum of music from roots-rock to the avant-garde, bringing together a community of artists in a unique musical experience. Give it a listen at https://soundcloud.com/englert. CDs and LPs are available for purchase at the box office.

Englert at 100
Englert at 100 showcases Iowa City-based photographer Sandy Dyas’ celebration of the Englert’s centennial year. Her photos document Englert show days from bus arrivals to post-performance loadouts. Dyas was given full access behind the scenes, capturing performers warming up in the dressing rooms and Englert staff working their offstage magic, creating an artistic documentation of the theater’s identity.

An Illustrated Century by Josh Carroll
Local artist Josh Carroll was commissioned to create a comic book documenting a century of Englert Theatre history including its 1912 Vaudeville origins, movie theatre heyday, and performing arts center reincarnation. This richly-illustrated timeline provides an engaging way to connect with the past and trace the journey of Iowa City’s last remaining historic theater.

Poetry by Dora Malech
In 2014, the Englert celebrated its 10-year anniversary as a nonprofit. Celebrations included special performances, dinners, and commissioned work from poet and former Iowa City resident Dora Malech. The Englert commissioned Malech to write original poetry for the anniversary, celebrating the theme of gratitude. Without the efforts and continuing support of the community, the Englert wouldn’t exist as it is today, and we are forever grateful to our donors, sponsors, patrons, and volunteers.

ARTIST-IN-RESIDENCE 2014: Nat Baldwin
The Englert believes in supporting emerging and working artists and has created an Artist-in-Residence Program to allow artists time to work on their projects while experiencing and engaging with the Iowa Creative Corridor. Bassist/composer Nat Baldwin of the rock band Dirty Projectors was the first resident hosted in February 2014. Baldwin’s residency included substantial time for him to work on new compositions as well as to engage with the Corridor community by conducting a songwriting workshop with students.
CDS, LPS, ILLUSTRATED CENTURY BOOKS, AND PHOTOGRAPHY ARE AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE AT THE BOX OFFICE AND AT SELECT SHOWS.

from Tate High School and visiting area cultural institutions with local artists.

**Englert Beer Series**

From Fall 2015 to Spring 2016, the Englert partnered with three local breweries to brew three original beers for the Englert Beer Series. Inspired by our past, present, and future, the original beers poured from the minds of brewers at Backpocket Brewing Company, Lion Bridge Brewing Company, and Big Grove Brewery. Backpocket’s Riot of ’84 Pre-Prohibition Lager was reminiscent of the beer likely made by John Englert at Iowa City’s first brewery, and inspired by his hand in inciting the Beer Riots of 1884. Lion Bridge’s Local Talent Robust Porter shines a spotlight on our mission of serving as a conduit between local and national scenes. Finally, Big Grove’s Quantum Finish Hybird-Style Double IPA is a funky beer aged in Cedar Ridge barrels with season citrus fruits, a true Corridor collaboration. Englert Beer Series beer may be available for purchase again in the future.

**The Evolution of Bruno Littlemore**

The Englert’s first-ever, commissioned original stage play, The Evolution of Bruno Littlemore, premiered in Spring 2016. It’s a story of evolution, biological and lingual. It’s a story of love, across boundaries and species. It’s a story of oppression, of inequality and colonialism. It’s the story of Bruno Littlemore, an unusually intelligent chimpanzee. Presented in partnership with Working Group Theatre and New Territory Dance Company, the piece is based on the novel from recent Iowa Writers’ Workshop graduate Benjamin Hale.

**ARTISTS-IN-RESIDENCE 2016/2017: Dis/Unity: A Service**

The Englert’s Artist-in-Residence program hosted a group of artists for a week in Summer 2016 to workshop an in-the-making performance-based installation, Dis/Unity: A Service, which premiered before a live audience at the Deadwood Tavern, addressing trauma, liberation, and transcendence through sculptural installations and audience interaction. The final work premiered at the Englert in Fall 2017, and featured an ensemble of artists: Barber, Boubacar Djiga, Courtney D. Jones, Esther Baker-Tarpaga, Heidi Wiren Bartlett, Raquel Monroe, and Wendell Gray II.
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Molly's Cupcakes
PROUD SUPPORTER OF THE ARTS

339-1000
uiccu.org
Nolte Academy & the Englert Theatre are proud to present a unique and highly entertaining version of the beloved Christmas classic, The Nutcracker. No holiday is complete without a visit to Clara’s house where her beloved Uncle Drosselmeyer presents the magical gift of the Nutcracker. This holiday classic comes to life with performances by dancers from Nolte Academy and a live orchestra consisting of local musicians conducted by Carey Bostian. Sponsored by Hills Bank & Trust Company.

JIM NORTON
December 9 at 8 p.m.
$33.50 - $83.50 Reserved Seating

American stand-up comedian, radio personality, bestselling author and actor, Jim Norton is the co-host of “The Jim Norton & Sam Roberts Show” that can be heard every morning on SiriusXM Satellite Radio. His latest stand up special, “Mouthful of Shame” is streaming now on Netflix where Jim lays out a full serving of refreshingly unapologetic humor in his first Netflix comedy special. In May 2016, he was announced as co-host of the podcast UFC’s Unfiltered with Jim Norton & Matt Serra. Since 2014 he has been a contributor to Time Magazine. He has an additional four one-hour comedy specials that can be seen on Hulu, Amazon, and HBO GO.

SQUIRREL NUT ZIPPERS
January 14 at 7 p.m.
$35 Reserved Seating

2016 marked the 20th anniversary of the Squirrel Nut Zipper’s most celebrated and commercially successful album, Hot. Rocketing to commercial success during the swing revival of the late ‘90s, Hot sold more than 1.3 million copies and featured their most successful single, “Hell.” “It’s not a reunion, it’s a revival,” band leader Jimbo Mathus said. “The band includes cutting-edge talent from New Orleans and the songs have been brought to life in an exciting new way.” Plans are underway for the band to record a brand new album, which would be their first new studio album in 17 years.

SCOTT BRADLEE’S POSTMODERN JUKEBOX
February 11 at 7 p.m.
$46.50 - $146.50 Reserved Seating

Since Bradlee created PMJ in 2009, the project has amassed more than 740 million YouTube views and 2.7 million subscribers, chalked up more than 1 million likes on Facebook, performed on Good Morning America, topped iTunes charts with all 14 of their releases since 2014, caught the attention of NPR Music and NBC News, and played hundreds of shows to sold-out houses around the world. “Saucy, sassy, stylish, and with a steady slew of some of the biggest pop songs in recent memory, a night out with Scott Bradlee and his cadre of musical powerhouses spells just one thing—a guaranteed party,” writes MTV News.
TOMMY EMMANUEL  
February 13 at 7:30 p.m.  
$44.50 Reserved Seating

The Englert is proud to announce that guitar virtuoso Tommy Emmanuel will return to the Englert in a live performance co-presented with Frank Productions, featuring supporting act Rodney Crowell. “With six strings, 10 fingers, and a whole lot of tricks, Emmanuel directs an orchestra of sound—one man exploring the bounds of what a single instrument can do,” writes the Post-Standard.

VALERIE JUNE  
February 19 at 8 p.m.  
$26.50 Reserved Seating

With her breakout album Pushin’ Against A Stone, singer-songwriter and multi-instrumentalist Valerie June went from self-releasing her music as Tennessee’s best kept secret to being hailed by the New York Times as one of America’s “most intriguing, fully formed new talents.” The New Yorker was captivated by her “unique, stunning voice,” while Rolling Stone dubbed her “unstoppable.” Her 2017 follow-up, The Order of Time, was released to critical acclaim. “Rambling yet precise, regal yet downhome, earthy yet mystical, June’s musical imagination is a world to get lost in,” writes NPR.

ZOSO  
February 24 at 8 p.m.  
$28 General Admission

The Empire Agency presents Zoso, the Ultimate Led Zeppelin Experience, performing the most accurate and captivating Led Zeppelin live show since 1995. For Zoso, it’s much more than just being a tribute, it’s about touching a golden era in music. Zoso embodies Page, Plant, Bonham and Jones in their spirit, tightly wound talent and authenticity. Each band member has been carefully selected to portray both the appearance and playing styles of their Led Zeppelin counterparts. As one of the longest-tenured Zeppelin tributes, Zoso’s 2,400 live shows around the world, including a slot at Bonnaroo in 2003, have established them as the most traveled and successful band in the market.

GAELIC STORM  
March 3 at 8 p.m.  
$36.50 Reserved Seating

The Englert is excited to announce that Celtic juggernauts Gaelic Storm will return to their stage live on Saturday, March 3 at 8 p.m., sponsored by Micky’s Irish Pub & Grill. The band attributes their continued success to their fanatic audience, and it’s a well-diversified crowd for sure. Country-music folks adore the storytelling, bluegrass-heads love the instrumentals, Celtic fans love their devotion to tradition, and rockers simply relish the passion with which they play their instruments.

Ticket purchases may incur additional fees. For more information, please go to englert.org/about/understanding-ticket-fees
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The Englert Theatre first opened its doors on September 26, 1912. William Englert and his wife Etta built the theater to rival the finest stages and movie houses throughout the Midwest. Replacing a livery stable that originally stood in the location, the Englert brought Vaudeville touring acts to Iowa City, where townspeople and students filled its 1,071 seats. In addition to live stage acts, the Englert also boasted high quality projection equipment for showing three-reel films.

Two storefronts were originally housed in the building: a barbershop where the elevator is now and a candy store in the area that is now the box office. The Englert family lived on the second floor of the theater building and provided rooms for the performers on the third floor. In 1920, William Englert died of a cerebral hemorrhage in his bedroom, now the Englert offices, at only 46 years old. Following William's death, Etta enlisted A.H. Blank (Central States of Des Moines) and his partner Nate Chapman to oversee operation of the Englert, but Nate died in 1925, leaving his wife Dora with two small children, Ansel, age 10 (destined to be a local District Court Judge and later involved in the Englert’s management) and Marvin, age four. Dora retained a partnership with Blank, and her brother, Al Davis, became manager of the Englert, a position he held until he retired. A woman ahead of her time, Dora was always involved in the operation of the theater.

In later days, Dora’s great-grandchildren Nathan, Katherine, and Barbara Chapman would hear Dora tell the story of witnessing the massive February 13, 1926 fire that nearly destroyed the Englert. Historical accounts place both Dora and Etta at the scene, watching in horror and barking instructions at firemen as the blaze tore through the roof. The fire caused $125,000 of damage to a building that cost $60,000 to build in 1912. Etta Englert and her new husband, James Hanlon, in cooperation with A.H. Blank and Dora Chapman, immediately worked to rebuild the Englert, tapping into the prevailing tastes of the 1920s. During this era, large and ornate movie palaces were being built in cities across the United States, and Iowa City would not be surpassed.

The new Englert operated for decades as a joint venture. Etta Englert Hanlon and her second husband continued to reside in the building,
while Dora Chapman and Al Davis managed the theater in conjunction with A. H. Blank. Years later, Blank and Central States of Des Moines, in partnership with the Chapman family, operated the theater and supervised its division into two small-screen theater spaces in the 1980s.

By 1999, the managers of the Englert finally decided to close the theater and sell the aging building. It was purchased by a bar owner who had plans to turn it into a nightclub. Not wanting to see the theater disappear, a group of concerned citizens persuaded the City of Iowa City to purchase the theater and hold it in trust until funds could be raised.

For the next five years, this group of citizens mobilized to purchase the theater from the City of Iowa City and rebuild the Englert as a community cultural center. They began the “Save the Englert” campaign to raise the funds necessary to renovate the theater to its former grandeur.

Hundreds of local businesses and individuals contributed countless hours and millions of dollars to bring the theater back to life. Their contributions are forever recognized on the large Capital Campaign plaque in the Englert lobby, on the nameplates on the seats of the theater, and on numerous plaques around the building.

Finally, on December 3, 2004, a community’s dream became a reality when The Englert Theatre reopened for its first live performance in more than 60 years. Today, The Englert Theatre stands as a testament to all who believed in its recreation.
Audience Guidelines

In the age of lightning-fast entertainment that allows movies, music, and more to be downloaded in an instant to a smartphone, consumers may not be aware of how their technology and behavior can affect the concert-going experience for fellow audience members and for the performers themselves. The following guidelines need to be respected in order for all patrons and artists to have an enjoyable and safe experience. Please be courteous to those around you.

If you need assistance during the show, please go to your nearest volunteer usher. If additional assistance is needed, the usher will find the appropriate person to help you further.

Please arrive on time. We know parking downtown can be a hassle and our will-call lines can be long. Please allow extra time for travel, parking, and finding your seats. If you arrive late, we may ask you to wait until an appropriate break in the show to get you to your seats.

Do not have conversations, even whispering, during the concert or event. This will distract performers as well as fellow audience members. If your child becomes restless, frightened, or loud, please take him or her to the lobby.

Silence all cell phones, pagers, watches, and other devices. Don’t text, tweet, blog, or surf the web. The glow from your device is distracting. You are here to enjoy the show, so please give the show your attention!

Keep feet, bags, and children out of the aisles. Blocking the aisles is against the fire code.

Pay attention to venue rules and posted notices. Many shows do not allow photography or recording. Flash photography is never allowed. If we ask you to stop, please do so.

Pay attention to the vibe of the show. If the crowd gets up and starts dancing, join them. Please don’t try to do a one-person show for your own entertainment. We will ask you to sit down.

Respect the supporting act: You never know where they are going in the future. If you really dislike the music, take a walk or check out our current gallery exhibit on the second floor. Please be polite.

Patrons are never allowed on stage. Not before the show, during the show, or after the show.

Grounds for removal: If our staff finds you are not adhering to the above guidelines, we will give one verbal warning requesting that you change your behavior. If you continue to disregard the guidelines, we will request that you leave the premises. Being removed from more than one event will result in being banned from Englert-presented events for at least one calendar year.
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